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Abstract—In last five years, hundreds of special purpose computations are implemented at Google by the authors. Those computations are processed a large amounts of raw data .To access the information from search engine, indexing is provided by the crawler. to store and access. The user will wait for the result from search engine. Time consuming process is it. Page Rank is a method for compute the ranking for every web page based on graph of web. Page Rank applications are searching, traffic estimation, browsing. Link based analysis is to be used for structure the web. Some of the search engines have back link. Back link count is to provide the quality of web pages. Due to the growth of information available sources on worldwideweb, monitoring the information on the web and difficult. Page rank algorithms improve the ranking of search query results. Web mining, web content mining techniques are used to discover the required information from the web. To address the new information necessities are caused due to available digital data growth knowledge discovery is developed. An Algorithm is developed for maximal frequent sequences in document clustering.

Index Terms—Knowledge discovery, Page Rank, Link analysis, web mining, web content mining.

I. INTRODUCTION

Map reduce is a programming paradigm is implemented to process the massive data sets. Map function is specified users to produce the set of intermediate key/value pairs. All the intermediate values are associated with the same intermediate key is merged by the reduce function. Programs which are written in programming language parallelized and executed on massive clustered machines. Scheduling Program’s execution via collection of machines, managing the machine failures, Partitioning the input data and monitoring the needed inter-machine communication are taken care by the runtime system which permits the programmers without any experience with distributed and parallel systems to use the massive distributed system resources. Map reduces implementation runs on a massive clustered machines and it is scalable. Programmers discovered that map reduce system is easy to use. Every day, hundreds of map reduce programs are implemented and one thousand and above map reduce jobs are executed on Google’s clusters [1]. In the last five years, hundreds of special purpose computations are implemented at Google by the authors. Those computations are processed a large amounts of raw data as follows web request logs, crawled documents, summarize the number of web pages crawled per host, graph structure of web documents and set of most frequent queries searched in a given day etc. usually input data is massive and the computations are distributed via specified period of time. Distributing the data, handling the failures and Parallelizing the computation are the issues. Here some common problems are turned to a development world using map reduce approach. Grep is an expression performed on set of documents or on a huge datasets. It is to search for plain text data sets to match a regular expression or Grep is a command –line utility for searching plain-text datasets for lines matching a regular expression. Counting/enumeration URL. Access relative frequency says that, How many number of links/WebPages are accessed by user or customer stored in a repository (ex: Apache accesses log file), with the help of map reduce functions number of URLs are counted, map function process a logs of web pages requested in a (URL, 1) pattern. Reduce function combines all values of same URL passes off a (URL, Total). Finally it merges both the map and reduce function. Reversal of web-link Graph refers to that, If the user given a link in a search engine, it displays several links along with that given link or a target link. If the user found the desired link that can be called as source/webpage, this can processed in map function as (desired link, source/webpage), reduce function combines all the URLs list with given URL/link in the form of (desired link, list of URLs). How many times words are existed in a set of documents saying that, it displays that how many times the word is repeated in a collection of documents for each input. It will be represented in a map function as (name of the Host, occurrences of words), where host name is taken from url of document. Reduce function contains (documents url/link list or wordlist, URLs list). Apache Hadoop is a web search engine. Apache Hadoop is a open source project which was invented by Lucene in the year 2002, it’s origin was Apache Nutch which was web search engine. Page Rank is a method for compute the ranking for every web page based on graph of web. Page Rank applications are searching, traffic estimation, browsing. Link based analysis is to be used for structure the web. Some of the search engines have back link. Back link count is to provide the quality of web pages. Page Rank contains the Link Structure of the web, implementation of Page rank, Propagation of ranking trough links, searching with page rank contains two search engines as follows Full text Search engine called GOOGLE, Title based search engine. Page rank design goal is to manage the common case for the queries. If the user is searched for “cannon LBP 2900 printer price”, Cannon printer cost answer is given by the title based search engine. But it is difficult, page author will not believe with this type of
evaluation. Most of the web page authors simply say that their web pages are best and most used on the web. Finding the site has an information about the given query is diverse than finding the common case site. Subcomponents of common case say that, If the page was reliable or it was came from a authorized source then, it is more reliable and also it has high quality. Merging the rank is saying that, Title based page rank works efficiently if title is matched it is assures that has high precision and page rank asserts that it has highest quality. Conventional retrieval of information scores page rank and full-text is merged. Google system merges this kind of merging. Merging the rank is a tedious task and it requires more effort before the evaluation of these kinds of queries. Page rank in these queries is more advantageous. Mining the World Wide Web data has more issues with the repository of information on data. Search engines play an important role in retrieval of needed information from massive information. Mostly used search engines nowadays are as follows MSN, Google and Yahoo. Web mining is the data mining technique application. Web mining is used to discover the invisible information. This unseen information contained in web server logs, link structure of the web. Mining the World Wide Web data has more issues with the repository of information on data. Search engines play an important role in retrieval of needed information from massive information. Mostly used search engines nowadays are as follows MSN, Google and Yahoo. Users are in flood of data but they are suffering for knowledge. Hence it is required for users to use the information retrieving techniques to extract, find, filter and put in order the desired information. Search engine receives the queries of users, process the queries and searches into its index for related documents and finally produces the results. This process can be classified in the following ways such as crawler, searching, sorting and ranking, indexing Crawler is an in-charge of visiting more number of pages and gets the needed information from the web pages. This information can be stored for the use the information afterwards by the search engine [2]. To access the information from search engine indexing is provided by the crawler .the information is provided by the crawler to store and access. The user will await for the result from search engine .Here time is taken to produce the result is an issue. For that purpose information is indexed to optimize the time. Searching is an interface among the information repository and user. It allows the user to query the information on the web. Because of massive information is available on the web when the users sends a request to the search engine (ex. IEEE papers on cloud computing);there are more number web pages are available related to the given query but only small amount of information is needed to the user. For this purpose, search engines uses ranking algorithms to sort and rank the results. In which order crawler visit the URL to determine the important pages first. In a specific period of time if the crawler is unable to visit the entire web, determining the main pages is beneficial. Various ordering schemes, metrics, performance evaluation measures are defines to this issue. A crawler with efficient ordering policy will get main pages significantly faster than one without. Crawler retrieves the web pages to be used by the search engine. Crawler starts with URL for the first page is \( p_0 \) and it retrieves the \( p_0 \) extracts any kind of URLs in it and adds those queue of URLs to be scanned. Finally crawler receives the URLs from the Queue in random order to repeats this process. Each page is scanned and given to client that saves the pages and creates an index for the pages [3]. Crawler externally keep away from overloaded web sites internally crawler must deal with massive volume of data. If it contains the unlimited computational resources and time, it must be decided that in which order URLs to be scanned. Crawler should decide that how often the revisited pages have been seen to put the client’s, to inform the changes on the web. How to select URLs by the crawler to scan from the queue of known URL? Each single known URL will be visited is not the issue. However crawlers are unable to visit each page for two causes such as Client’s storage capacity is limited and all the pages are unable to analyze. Crawling consumes more time, to check the changes crawler need to start revisiting the previously scanned pages. In any case, crawler has to visit main pages first. There is a problem in measuring the similarity of objects in various applications. To solve this problem many domain specified measures have been developed.i.e. text is matching via various documents. An object-to-object relationship with any domain is applicable to measure the similarity of the structural context. SimRank refers to that if two objects are similar and they are related to similar objects then that similarity measure is referred to as SimRank [4]. Most of the applications needed similarity measure between the objects. Retrieval of data determines that collection of documents consists of keywords in user query frequently used is not sufficient to meet the user information requirements [5]. Similarity measures are used to cluster the objects. In Collaborative filtering similar items and users are combined based on the priority of users [6]-[8]. Page ranking algorithms uses web content mining and web structure mining. It will not use the web usage mining which improves the quality of web pages rank as per the use information requirements. Rank result of every page is static in nature in a page rank algorithm. The rank will change with link structure of web. Page rank algorithm is based on count of link hits which is based on web usage mining and web structure mining. It will consider how many pages are visited by the user to predict related result of the web pages. There are some subtasks need to be performed to finish the completed task from collecting the characterization usage until final rank is determined. Subtasks as follows web crawler accessed pages information and fetches the pages, for every page link computation of weights are based upon probability the number of users visited, final page rank computation based on the weights of their incoming links, retrieving the pages corresponding to the user queries, storage of user’s access information on an outgoing link of a page in related server log files. Thousands of web pages are ranked for a user query on a search engine. Hypertext Induced Topic Selection (HITS) algorithm explores the interplay between the hub web pages and authorized web pages on a given query by considering the structure of web graph forms hyperlinks between the WebPages [9].
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR PAGE RANK

Convergence pattern of pages in the page rank algorithm has distinct distribution. More numbers of pages are meet their page ranks while some pages take more time to meet. Google’s page rank algorithm is Google’s page rank algorithm is the best algorithm in web search because of massive size of the web computation takes more days [10]. To speed up the computation there are two reasons. Firstly, page rank computation minimizes fall back time from when the new crawl is finished to when that crawl is made available for searching. Second, topic-sensitive page rank schemes and personalized are require computing more page rank vectors. Each page biased with certain kinds of pages. These approaches satisfy the necessity of faster methods to compute the page rank. Page rank algorithms improve the ranking of search query results. Link structure of the web is used to compute the single page rank to store importance of pages in particular to search query [11]. Biased page rank vectors produce query specific. For ordinary keyword search queries, topic sensitive page rank computation is used to score for pages that are meeting the query using the topic of the query keywords. If the searches are done in context, topic sensitive page rank scores using the topic of the context in which the query is appeared. Maintaining and constructing the massive shared repository of web pages has the problem, to overcome this problem, architecture is proposed and functional modules are also identified. Storage manager module shows that conventional techniques for indexing and storage can satisfy the needs of web repository [14]. Repository contains three access modes to retrieve the pages such as Query-based access, random access and streaming access. In random access mode, specified page is accessed from the repository by specifying the URL associated with that page. Query based access mode refers to that, collection of pages are specified by queries that retrieve the characterized pages. In streaming mode, all the pages in the repository are retrieved and delivers in the form of stream of data directed to request the client application. This deals with massive pages.

![Fig 1. Web base architecture](image)

Whenever user is browsing the internet, Mozilla Firefox or other web browsers will be used. Client is referred to as the computer which is running a browser, through the browser client can send his requests to the server. While the machine which provides response to the client’s request is called as sever. When the user dial up to an internet service provider (ISP), user computer forms a internet connection the web server as shown in fig 1. Computing and storing all the personalized views is impractical and computing personalized view at the time of query since the computation of each view needs iterative computation on the web graph [12]. An algorithm is proposed for the quick computation of page rank. This algorithm presents Quadratic Extrapolation which accelerates the power method. Quadratic Extrapolation speed up the computation of page rank from 25-300% on a web graph of 80 million nodes with minimum difficulty [15]. Catalogues are playing major role in present web search engines. Catalogues put the documents in an order into hierarchical collections [16]. Link analysis plays a major role in modern retrieval of information. Link analysis algorithms applied to web hyper link data to identify the authorized information sources. Link analysis and information retrieval ranking techniques provides basis for today’s internet search engines [17]. References become inaccessible or missed by search engine and references are changed, if link analysis provides an idea of authority of sources are being stable to perturbations of the link structure. If conventional search engines are used, users should formulate queries to their needed information. Web searching referred to as searching not only the collection of terms but also web pages URLs and the result is the collection of web pages. A related web page addresses the same query or topic as the original page. There are two algorithms are described for identifying the web pages. These algorithms use the connectivity information in the web not the content of pages [18]. Web authors create documents that contain more pages with hyperlinks. Web document is authorized in more number of ways as follows main page and related information in separate link pages, all the information in single page. Information unit is referred to as a logical web document contains more physical pages [19]. Visualizing the Discovered Knowledge and Mining Crawled Data challenges the features of browse and search engine. Various methods are combined to satisfy the needs such as visual based support for browsing the dynamic document collections, free the user from sifting through long list of documents returned by the search engines, dynamic crawling with meta search, extracting the patterns and useful knowledge from the documents, search and exploration method is proposed to combine and mining the visualization methods [20]. In Dynamic crawling and search, Query is used to reduce the small set of words and each URL in the returned list is called as a hit. To return such list in specific time search engines uses a local index such indexes are built by using the crawler to automatically create its index and collect web pages that are stored in the repositories. Data mining technique is Web mining which automatically extract and discover information from web documents and services. Web mining is decomposed into subtasks such as selecting the
information analyzing, finding the resources, generalization and pre-processes the information. Finding the resources is the task of retrieval of required web documents such as electronic newswire, newsgroups, HTML text content documents and manual selection of web resources. Selecting the information and pre-processing of information automatically selects specific information from retrieved web resources. Generalization automatically discovers patterns at individual web sites across multiple sites. Generalization uses data mining techniques. Analysis refers to that validation or interpretation of the mined patterns. Selecting the information and pre-processing of information is a kind of transformation process of the original data retrieves in the information retrieval process. Humans are playing major role in the knowledge recovery process on the web since web is an interactive medium. Web mining uses the data mining technique to discover and extract information from web documents and services automatically.

A. Information Retrieval and web mining

Information Retrieval is the automatic retrieval of all relevant documents at the same time retrieving few of the not related as possible. Information Retrieval main purpose is searching useful documents indexing the text. Document classification, modeling, user interfaces, categorization, filtering, data visualization are nowadays research.

B. Information Extraction and web mining

Browser goal is to transform the collection of documents in association with Information Retrieval system. Its main purpose is to extract related facts from the documents while Information Retrieval purpose is to select the related documents. Browser purpose is to represent the document or structure of the document. When interacting with the web information users will face the following problems such as creating the knowledge out of the available information on the web, finding the related information, and learning about individual users, personalization of information. Whenever user is using the search engine for the required information, user will give input as a query, the response to that query in the form of list of web pages and their links are displayed. There are some problems with search tools such as irrelevant of search results which results in finding the difficulty in related information and inability of indexing all the available information on the web [21]. Describing the discovery of needed information from the web contents is referred as web content mining.

C. Information Retrieval View of Unstructured Documents

Each object is characterized by one or more properties associated with the objects in a collection of objects. the index terms are allocated to documents in a collection of objects. Objects may be properties and documents [22], properties are document identifiers for which index terms are allocated and objects are index terms. Every property is attached to the given document; it is reflecting the representation of the given object. Information retrieval task is on the basis of the manipulation of massive data. Documents which are stored in the repositories which may be expensive, vocabulary may consist tens of thousands of terms. Clustering groups the relative items into common classes. In a clustered file items appears in a class can be stores in adjacent locations in the file so that single file makes available whole class of items.

D. Finding co-occurrence of text phrases by combining the frequent set discovery

Collection of data resides in loosely structured text collections. in data mining driven decision making Text mining is to uses the resources. Finding the multi-term text phrases that co-occur in the documents of document collection. There are two techniques such as finding frequent sets and finding frequent sequences .this process contains maximum frequent sequences are extracted from documents [23].
into clusters and identifies the clusters of arbitrary shape. An algorithm to determine the frequent word sequences in document clustering is implemented [24]. To address the new information necessities are caused due to available digital data growth knowledge discovery is developed. Knowledge discovery methods reveal disclose, humans are unable to find the information which is impossible. Maximal frequent sequence is a sequence of words that are frequent in document collection and does not contain in any other longer frequent sequence. Document is represented as a set of sequences to discover the other regularities in the document collection, sequences are frequent and their combination of words is not accidental. In many documents a sequence has exactly same form, providing similar mappings for information retrieval, discovery of frequent co-occurrences an hypertext links. Set of longer sequences may give concise summary of the topic of the document [25]. A method for extracting frequent word sequences from documents find the maximal frequent word sequences which are sequence of words that are frequent in the document collection and does not contain in any longer frequent sequence.

IV. CONCLUSION
To access the information from search engine indexing is provided by the crawler. The information is provided by the crawler to store and access. The user will wait for the result from search engine. It is a time consuming process. Page Rank is a method for compute the ranking for every web page based on graph of web. Page Rank algorithms are searching, traffic estimation, browsing. Information Retrieval is the automatic retrieval of all relevant documents at the same time retrieving few of the not related as possible. Information Retrieval system main purpose is to extract related facts from the documents while Information Retrieval purpose is to select the related documents. A method for extracting frequent word sequences from documents find the maximal frequent word sequences which are sequence of words that are frequent in the document collection and does not contain in any longer frequent sequence. An Effective pattern discovery technique is proposed to overcome them misinterruptions and low frequency problems for text mining. Knowledge discovery in text mining field does not have efficiency and difficult due to long useful patterns with high specific lack in support.

V. FUTURE WORK
How to update and use discover patterns effectively is an open research issue. most of the data mining techniques are proposed for mining the useful patterns in text documents such as frequent item set mining, rule mining, maximum pattern mining, sequential pattern mining and closed pattern mining. Knowledge discovery in text mining field does not have efficiency and difficult due to long useful patterns with high specific lack in support. Misinterpretations of patterns are derived from data mining techniques leads to low performance. An Effective pattern discovery technique is proposed to overcome them misinterruptions and low frequency problems for text mining. This technique uses process of deploying and evolving the pattern to improve the effectiveness using and updating discovered patterns to fin the related information.
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